
Electronic price disclosure – whether and how funeral providers should be required to display 

or distribute price information online or through electronic media 

1. 1. Should the Rule be changed to require (a) all funeral providers (b) funeral providers 

that maintain websites or (c) funeral providers who sell funeral products or services 

online, to prominently display their GPLs, or a clearly labeled link to their GPLs, on their 

websites? If so, how should such a change be implemented to maximize the benefits to 

consumers and minimize the costs to businesses? Should the Rule specify how the GPL 

or the link to the GPL should be prominently displayed on the website? Why or why not, 

and, if so, how? Explain how your proposal would benefit consumers and minimize the 

costs to businesses, and provide all evidence that supports your answer, including any 

evidence that quantifies the benefits to consumers, and the costs to businesses, including 

small businesses. 

2. 2. Should the Rule require (a) all funeral providers, (b) funeral providers that maintain a 

website, or (c) any funeral provider who shows pictures and/or descriptions of caskets, 

alternative containers, or outer burial containers on their website, to prominently display 

their CPLs and/or OBCPLs, or a clearly-labeled link to these documents, on their 

websites? If so, how should such a change be implemented to maximize the benefits to 

consumers and minimize the costs to businesses? Provide all evidence that supports your 

answer, including any evidence that quantifies the benefits to consumers, and the costs to 

businesses, including small businesses. 

3. 3. In the alternative or in addition to the proposed requirements in Questions 1 & 2, 

should the Rule require all funeral providers that maintain a website to display a 

prominent statement on their website that the providers' GPLs, CPLs, and OBCPLs can 

be requested and to include a link, button, email address, or other electronic mechanism 

for people to use to request the GPL, CPL, and/or OBCPL? If so, should the providers be 

required to respond to such requests within any particular time? Why or why not? 

Provide all evidence that supports your answer, including any evidence that quantifies the 

benefits to consumers, and the costs to businesses, including small businesses. 

4. 4. Would a requirement that funeral providers send their GPLs, CPLs and/or OBCPLs to 

consumers via electronic means and format present any challenges or costs for 

compliance or present any benefits to consumers? If so, how could such challenges or 

costs be minimized while still providing benefits to consumers? Provide all evidence that 

supports your answer, including any evidence that quantifies the benefits to consumers, 

and the costs to businesses, including small businesses. 

5. 5. In addition to the proposed requirements in Questions 1 & 2, should a funeral provider 

that maintains a presence on social media be required to post the provider's GPL and/or 

clearly-labeled links to the provider's CPL and OBCPL on its social media account? Why 

or why not? If not, should a funeral provider be required to link its social media account 

to its main website if it has one, or, provide an email address or other online mechanism 

that will allow visitors to request the provider's GPL, CPL, or OBCPL, and a statement 

that consumers can request the price lists, and should the funeral provider be required to 

respond to such requests within any particular time? Provide all evidence that supports 

your answer, including any evidence that quantifies the benefits to consumers, and the 

costs to businesses, including small businesses. 



6. 6. In addition to the proposed requirements in Questions 1, 2, & 5, should the Rule 

contain other provisions that will embrace new platforms and technologies as they 

develop so that both providers and consumers can benefit from new distribution methods 

without requiring a Rule change? If so, how and what types of provisions would be most 

appropriate? Provide all evidence that supports your answer, including any evidence that 

quantifies the benefits to consumers, and the costs to businesses, including small 

businesses. 

7. 7. Should the Rule mandate that funeral providers be required to post a GPL, CPL, or 

OBCPL, or a clearly-labeled link to these documents, on any electronic, online, or virtual 

method or platform that it uses to post or otherwise make available information about its 

products or services, sell products or services, or communicate with customers or 

potential customers on a non-individual basis? If so, why, and how should the Rule 

define or otherwise explain when GPL, CPL, or OBCPL, or a clearly-labeled link to these 

documents, must be posted? Also, how should such a change be implemented to 

maximize the benefits to consumers and minimize the costs to businesses? Provide all 

evidence that supports your answer, including any evidence that quantifies the benefits to 

consumers, and the costs to businesses, including small businesses. 

8. 8. Would requiring a funeral provider to provide the price lists online (which could be 

defined to include a social media account or other electronic, online, or virtual method or 

platform) impose any challenges or costs for businesses, including small businesses, or 

provide any benefits to consumers? If so, how could such challenges or costs be 

minimized while still benefiting consumers? Provide all evidence that supports your 

answer, including any evidence that quantifies the benefits to consumers, and the costs to 

businesses, including small businesses. 

9. 9. In the alternative or in addition to the proposed requirements in Questions 1, 2, 5, & 6, 

should the Rule require all funeral providers (with or without websites) to offer to send 

their GPLs, CPLs, or OBCPLs electronically to a person who asks about the providers' 

goods or services, or asks for a copy of any of the price lists? This would include requests 

by telephone, text, email, weblink, social media, fax, U.S. Mail, or other new 

communication methods that may emerge in the future. If so, should providers be 

required to send the information within a certain timeframe unless the person declines the 

offer, or does not provide an email address or other method for receiving the electronic 

information? In addition, should such a requirement contain an exception for funeral 

providers who posts their GPL, CPL, and OBCPL clearly and conspicuously on its 

websites? Why or why not? Provide all evidence that supports your answer, including 

any evidence that quantifies the benefits to consumers, and the costs to businesses, 

including small businesses. 

10. 10. In the alternative or in addition to the proposed requirements in Questions 1, 2, 5, & 

6, should the Rule require all funeral providers to electronically distribute their GPLs at 

the start of any arrangements discussion that is not in-person, unless a hard copy has 

already been provided? Why or why not? Provide all evidence that supports your answer, 

including any evidence that quantifies the benefits to consumers, and the costs to 

businesses, including small businesses. 



11. 11. In the alternative or in addition to the proposed requirement in Question 10, should 

the Rule require that, if the consumer is making selections for a funeral arrangement 

online, then the provider would need to offer a prominent link to the GPL before allowing 

the consumer to proceed with selections? Why or why not? Provide all evidence that 

supports your answer, including any evidence that quantifies the benefits to consumers, 

and the costs to businesses, including small businesses. 

12. 12. In the alternative or in addition to the proposed requirements in Questions 1, 2, 5, 6, 

10, & 11, should distribution of electronic copies of the CPLs and OBCPLs also be 

required if discussing or showing those items in an arrangements discussion that is not in-

person, or if the consumer is making selections concerning those items while shopping 

online? Provide all evidence that supports your answer, including any evidence that 

quantifies the benefits to consumers, and the costs to businesses, including small 

businesses. 

13. 13. With respect to the proposed requirements in Questions 1, 2, 5, & 6, should the Rule 

mandate how quickly funeral providers should be required to update the GPLs, CPLs, 

and OBCPLs posted on their websites, social media sites, or on other electronic sites? In 

support of your position, identify all costs that funeral providers incur each time they 

update the GPL, CPL, or OBCPL on their website. Provide all evidence that supports 

your answer, including any evidence that quantifies the benefits to consumers, and the 

costs to businesses, including small businesses. 

14. 14. Should funeral providers be required to send an electronic copy of the Itemized 

Statement of Funeral Services to people who do not meet with a funeral provider in 

person, such as persons making arrangements over the telephone, email, or online, before 

agreeing to services? Why or why not? Provide all evidence that supports your answer, 

including any evidence that quantifies the benefits to consumers, and the costs to 

businesses, including small businesses. 

15. 15. Should any funeral providers be exempted from any of the proposed requirements 

described in Questions 1, 2, 5, & 6? Why or why not? If so, who are they, how many 

funeral providers would qualify for this exemption, and how would the exemption impact 

consumers? Provide all evidence that supports your answer, including any evidence that 

quantifies the benefits to consumers, and the costs to businesses, including small 

businesses. 

 


